
 

 
 

Reading for Pleasure Pedagogies, an Inspiration    

 

Pam Norris               

 

Context 

I am a year 3 teacher at Charford First School in Worcestershire. As a school, we have 
recently developed an increasing awareness of the importance of embedding children’s 
pleasure of reading, reading aloud to our children and developing teachers’ knowledge 
of and access to a wide range of children’s literature.  

OU Research inspiration and rationale 

Teachers as Readers (TaRs) research, led by Professor Teresa Cremin (Cremin et al., 
2014) findings provided our school with the inspiration to develop Reading for Pleasure 
pedagogies.  The four key pedagogies found by TaRs to impact on children’s enjoyment 
of reading were: developing social reading environments; reading aloud; engaging in 
informal book talk, inside text talk and recommendations and providing independent 
reading time. 

In particular, we decided to focus on developing reading aloud to impact on children’s 
enjoyment of reading.  As a teacher, I am always keen to discoverer ways to continually 
inspire children to read, and I am also currently conducting a master’s dissertation on 
the subject. I wondered if, by regularly reading aloud to children and engaging them in 
the whole reading experience, it would inspire them to choose to read for enjoyment, in 
turn hopefully impacting on their progress as readers too. 

A brief summary of other research which supports the idea that reading aloud to 
children will encourage them to read and will impact their progress and attitude to 
reading: 

McCormick (1977) believed reading aloud to children was the ‘most important activity’ 
for developing reading skills, with Trelease (2001), Duursman et al (2008) and Isaacs 
(2012) supporting this view.   

Mol & Bus (2011) described the ‘upward spiral of causality’ of reading – showing the 
more a child is read to, the more advanced their reading skills become, allowing them to 
read more and develop greater confidence as a reader.  

Sullivan & Brown (2013) stated: ‘Reading for pleasure is more important to children’s 
successes then education or social class.’   

Yet the OECD (2011) found fewer students today are reading for pleasure even though 
there is a link between reading and academic performance.  Their study found only 
around half of disadvantaged children regularly read for pleasure.   

 



 

 
 

 

 

Aims  

My specific aim was to engage children in the reading process, in order to hopefully 
inspire them to read. Alongside reading aloud to the children, I made a specific effort to 
increase the flow of informal book talk within the classroom, both between myself and 
the children and between the children themselves. Both reading aloud and informal 
book talk are factors which the TaRs research found foster children’s love of reading. 

 

Outline 

Initially, I completed a simple survey with the children in my class, asking them about 
their reading habits and attitudes to reading alone or being read to. I also asked them if 
they thought being read to encouraged them to choose to read in their spare time.  

I then set about developing a classroom 
environment where ‘Reading for 
Pleasure’ was promoted, undertaken 
regularly and talked about in those 
specific terms. We had a set time of 
day, each day, when we would sit 
together as a class and I would read to 
the children. We called this time our 
‘Class RfP’ time. Children were involved 
in choosing texts read during this time. I 
also introduced a ‘Reading for Pleasure’ 
activity which the children engaged in 
independently, 3 times a week during 
the first 15 minutes of the school day. 
The children were allowed to choose 
any book to read and enjoy, either on 
their own or with a friend, allowing 
more time for children to engage in 
informal book talk. During this time, I 
also sat and read a book and 
encouraged children to talk to me about my own book. 

I updated my book corner, making it a larger, more comfortable area at the front of the 
classroom, which naturally opened up into the main carpeted area of the classroom, 
allowing plenty of children to access it comfortably at any one time. In addition, I added 
a wider variety of texts at differing levels of complexity and introduced a scheme where 
children could borrow one of the books from my book corner to read at home.  

This focus on RfP began early in the spring term of 2019 and continued until the end of 
the school year. 



 

 
 

 

Impact 

Reading aloud 

Children looked forward to our reading aloud time each day. They would initiate 
conversation with me about the story and the book. Many children opted to read the 
same book as an independent reading choice and others chose to read other books by 
the same author. During individual RfP time the children would often show me they 
were reading a book by the same author as the class RfP text. It also raised awareness 
amongst many of the class of new authors to read and different books to try.  

Independent RfP 

This was carried out during the first 15 minutes of the school day. Children were often 
keen and enthusiastic to take part in these sessions. Some would opt to read through a 
chapter book and would talk to me about their progress through the book. One child 
told me it was the first time they’d ever finished a chapter book, and that having regular 
free choice reading time in school gave him the opportunity and focused time to read 
the whole book. Children accessed a variety of texts, including poetry, chapter books, 
picture books and information texts. They began to discuss freely why they chose certain 
books. Many were drawn into reading poetry for the first time and I could often hear 
giggles as they enjoyed poems by Michael Rosen or Spike Milligan. Another key impact 
from this aspect of the research was that I made a ‘show’ of reading myself during this 
time. I chose a range of children’s literature, including some classics I had loved in my 
childhood such as Enid Blyton and The Secret Garden. Many of the children asked me 
what I was reading, and they chose to read the same or similar text. They began to ask 
me for recommendations and also asked me to share some of the books during our class 
RfP time.  

Informal book talk 

This developed almost ‘organically’ as we became more deliberate about RfP. As 
described above, children discussed reading choices much more frequently with me, but 
I also heard them talking to one another about their choices and books they were 
enjoying. During our visits to the school library, it was not unusual for one child to be 
returning a book and for another to borrow it immediately, because they had seen how 
much it had been enjoyed by their friend. The children were readily sharing ideas and 
opinions about books and I noticed this discussion wasn’t confined to just a few ‘keen’ 
children, rather the majority of the class would be engaged in this type of book talk, 
particularly about the class RfP text as it was one they were all familiar with. After 
talking to me about my RfP text (and Enid Blyton book), one of the class asked me to 
help her find some in the school library and then went on to read the whole series. Her 
initial motivation had simply been to read the type of books Mrs Norris read when she 
was a little girl, but she became absolutely hooked on them! 

Book corner 



 

 
 

The development of the book corner proved popular, especially the idea that the 
children could borrow any text to enjoy. Many children asked to borrow books and said 
how much they enjoyed reading them and having such easy access to a range of texts.  

At the start of Spring term 2019, before beginning these activities, I conducted a simple 
survey with the class. The initial results showed 63% of the class stated they didn’t enjoy 
reading. Half the class said they thought Reading for Pleasure was important, but only 
19% said they chose to read for enjoyment in their free time. Only 37% of the class said 
someone read regularly to them at school, but 76% stated that they did enjoy it when 
someone read to them.  

At the end of the Summer term 2019, I conducted the same simple survey and the 
results showed a similar result in terms of how many children said they still didn’t enjoy 
reading, with just a small decrease to 58%. More children said they felt Reading for 
Pleasure was important (63%) and a few explained it was because: ‘You keep telling us 
it’s important,’ and ‘You make us do it loads!’ The most significant impact was in the 
number of children reporting that they chose to read for pleasure in their free time, with 
this going up to 34% and by the end of the summer term, all the children in the class 
stated that someone read regularly to them at school.  

 

ROGO model evidence base National Literacy Trust (2017:2) 

Reflections on impact the TaRs research had on 
practice 

Becoming aware of the TaRs research and taking part in the Open University/ UKLA 
Teachers’ Reading Group group in my school has mainly impacted my practice simply by 
making me think more carefully about how I can be deliberate in engaging children with 
reading. I was already aware that exposing children to a variety of books in a variety of 
ways would be likely to engage them as readers, but I have become increasingly aware 
of my role as their teacher in making this happen.  This is particularly important for 
those children in the class who reported that they ‘never’ or ‘rarely’ see an adult at 
home reading for pleasure. Just considering the impact of the informal book talk, which 
naturally developed within the classroom, seems significant.  I have become much more 



 

 
 

focused on introducing children to RfP and making it a very important aspect of our 
school day.  

Now we are into a new school year, I see my new class as another group of children to 
inspire with books! I have already begun the daily class RfP and the independent RfP 
sessions as well as continuing the access to the book corner. I am hopeful that we will 
soon begin to develop our informal book talk as a natural overflow of the reading 
experiences.  

 
 


